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Why the Received Models of Considering
Preference Change Must Fail
Wolfgang Spohn

Abstract First, the paper discusses the extent to which preference change is a topic
of normative rationality; it confirms as one main issue the economists' search for a
rational decision rule in cases in which the agent himself envisages to have chan ging
/ • preferences. Then it introduces so-called global decision models and shows that all
the received economic models for dealing with preference change have that shape.
The final seetion states two examples for global decision models, one with extrinsic,
belief-induced and one with intrinsic preference change, and interprets each of them
in two different scenarios in which ditlerent strategies are intuitively reasonable the point being that global decision models cannot provide sufficient information for
stating adequate decision rules. What the missing information might be is at least
indicated at the end.

In this brief paper I want to give a specific argument for the title thesis. It is an

entirely negative one, as far as it goes, unless one says it is positive to know how
not to do things. A really positive treatment of the issue is, as far as I see, a very
demanding and involved and as yet untold story. I
The title thesis seems ill expressed; either "of" or "considering" should be
deleted. This would be an error, though. In order to understand why we have to
briefly and generally discuss in which way preference change could be a philosophical topic at all; this is the task of Seetion 5.1. Having thus identified our topic, i.e.,
models of considering preference change, Seetion 5.2 introduces local and global
decision models, as I call them, and explains that the latter are the received way of
dealing with considering preference change. Section 5.3, finally, puts forward my
negative argument: global decision models do not contain all items or distinctions
that are intuitively required for rational decisions facing preference change.
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Why Preference Change is a Philosophical Topic

To begin with, preference change is an indubitable fact. It is a complex phenomenon
with multifarious possible causes. I prefer means because of aims; thus, information
can change my prcfcrenees because it shows me that my aims are better reached by
other means . My desire for food, i.e. , hunger, changes several times a day because
of food and digestion. I am getting tired of things. I am caught up by other things.
I am maturing and aging, and my complex of aims, motives, desires, preferences,
utilities ehanges accordingly. Whoever has kids knows that getting them motivated
or sometimes also de-motivated is about the most difficult and imperspicuous part
of edueational work. Motivational and developmental psychologists have to tell a
lot about this still very incompletely understood phenomenon.
Wh at has philosophy to do with all this ? As an empirical matter of fact, preference change may be hoped to be taken care of weil by the human sciences
from nellrobiology over psychology up to social and political sciences. This is presumably not the task of philosophy, although philosophers can certainly ass ist in
coneeptual issues that abound in this area.
Bcsides, philosophy has a special competence in normative issues broadly underst0.od. Intro~ucing the normative perspective besides the empirical one makes things
qUIte compllcated. Roughly, we humans are receptive for normativity. Hence, the
normative also serves as an empirical idealthat is often approximated by empirical
facts; and reversely the empirical facts may often be taken as a prima facie indicator
ofthe normative ideal. 2 The neat separation ofthe two perspectives does not work. 3
For this reason, normative philosophizing cannot leave empirical issues simply to
the empirical human sciences, just as philosophy must listen to those sciences in
pursuing normative questions.
Let us, however, ignore these complieations and simply consider the normative
perspective hy itself. What ean it say about preference change? This is not so obvious. Perhaps we should first distingui sh two aspects of normativity, the rationality
and the moraliry aspect; we should be rational, we should be moral, and these seem
10 be two different issues. (I wonder, though, how exactly to draw this distinction
within the realm of normativity; it may turn out SpuriOllS in the end.)
So, let us more speeifieally ask: What is rational abollt preference change? There
is a elear partial positive answer. Beliefs and dcsircs, eognitive and conative attitudes are tightly entangled. I have al ready mentioned [he most primitive instance,
the praelical syllogism: We have a goal; we believe certain means to reach the
goal ; therefore we want to take the means. We may eall the desire for the means
an extrinsie desire; there is nOlhing altractive in Ihe means as such. In fact, the
entanglement can lake much more complicated forms, as deeision theory leaches.

-, For inswnce: the observation that people tend to divide fairly in the ultimatum game suggests that

thl s behavlOr
falsc .

IS

rational and normativcly rcquircd and that normative theories telling otherwise are

In Spohn (199-') I havc attemptcd to sorl out this entanglcmcnl 01' the normative and empirical
pcrspecuvc; Spohn (2007) is a much briefer and sharper attempt.

J
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Still, the point I want to note is clear already from the simple case: üne's extrinsic
desires, motives, preferences dcpcnd on one's (more or less firm) heliefs; if these
beliefs change, the extrinsic desires change; and to the extem the former is ratiunal,
the laller is rational, 100.
This point is, I think, weil taken care 01' in the literalure (lhough certainly not
exhausted). The paradigmatic representation of extrinsic desires is given by expecled utilities; the expectation of utilities relative to subjective probabilities is the
paradigmatic account of the belief-des ire entanglement. Moreover, we have clear
and well-argued accounts of rational belief change and in particular 01' the rational
change or subjective probabilities. Of course, decision theorists were always aware
of the interaction of the two accounts. So, I do not want to bother here about this
aspect of rational preference change.
Let us therefore continue to ask: What is rational about intrinsic preference
change (which by definition cannot be accounted tor in the way just discussed) ?
Now we are entering entirely insecure terrain. Most would say that intrinsic preferences or utilities are somehow given and not to be assessed as rational or irrational;
hence their change is neither to be so as sessed. Kusser and Spohn ( 1992) is one
of the few attempts to overcome this negative attitude and to provide an extended
•nation of practical rationality. This is a minority position. For, those rejecting
the
.
, pro verb ial de gustibus non est djsputandum and accepting normative dispute over
\ ' intrinsic preferences mostly tend to say thalthis is a dispute not about rationality, but
'< about moralilY. So, if our philosophy somehow allows us to classify intrinsic preferences as (more or less) good or virluous or morally acceptable, we automatically
have a normative grip on intrinsic preference change: Changes towards the approved
attitudes are good and should be supporled, whereas changes in the reverse direction
are had and should he prevented. This is the rich tield of moral education .
Here, I do not want to take a slam;e towards these difflcult malters. I admit I
belong to the patronizing camp (though with the appropriate bad conscience), and
I even believe that intrinsic preference change can be assessed as being rational and
. not only as being moral. But I shall not runher dweil upon these most important
,.,,. .
:: Issues (since they are insecure and woulJ take a much more elaborate discussion).
So, nothing seems len to talk about'! No, we have not yet exhausted the rationality sille of preference change. So rar, we have only considered actual preference
ehanges that may or may not be nOflnalively and in particular rationally assessable. However, we can and must also consider foreseen preferences changes, raising
the issue what practical rationality amounls to when one envisages changing preferences. So, our lask now is not to assess so me person's preference change by
ourselves - we have put this to one side - but rather to assess a person's behavior thaI tries 10 take aecount of her possibly changing preferences (which we do not
assess and she may or may not assess).
This is a problem decision and game theorists have always been aware of. If the
considered preference change is of the extrinsic kind due to reeeiving information,
standard aecounts of strategie decision making weil take account of it. And starting
with Strotz (1955/56) there is a slowly growing literature dealing also with considering intrinsic or, as economists preferred to say, endogenous preference change.
Let me just mention the oldest prototype of this kind of problem: Ulysses predictin g
,.

.
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IInwanled endogenolls preference change under lhe inOllent;e of the songs of the
sirens and thlls rationally taking precautionary measures against yielding to this inIluent;e. This example points 10 a host of difficult issues and at the same time to a
host 01" literature remaining more or less tcntativc. 4
Now my title thesis makes sense: I want to critically rcflect not on models of
actual preference change, but on models of how to rationally behave when facing
possible preference changt!S. What I want 10 argue is that wc cven do not have the
appropriate conceptual means for generally treating these kinds of problems. If this
should be correct, it is no wonder that our dealings so far are unsatisfactory. I want
to argue this by working up to an example, and in fact to a recipe for constructing examples, which present Iwo det;ision situations that are formally equivalent according
to all models proposed für such problems, but clearly differ in thcir intuitive conclusions. lf such examples are successful, they show that something is missing in all
these models, and even though I have announced not to reach morc positive results,
the examples will at least point to what kind of information is missing. This is the
program for the rest of Ihe paper.

5.2 Local und Global Decision Models
So, what is the received modeling of envisagcd preference change? We certainly
have 10 fot;us on the decision and game thcorctic representation of decision situations, i.e., on representing cognitive auitudcs by subjective probabilities and
conalive atlitudes by subjective utilities. Lots of variations in these representations are circulating, each variant responding to problems of another variant. For
each variant, the problem of preference change poscs itsclf in a different non-trivial
disguise. However, all these variations are in quite a tentative state. 5 Hence, no experiments in this respect! I suppose my observations gencralize to all the variant
representations.
This point being fixt::u, how can decision situations considering preference
change be modeled? A first step is to define (i. Si, Pi, Ui ) to be a loeal decision
model, as one might call it, that wnsists of an agent i at a certain time, the set Si of
the agent's options of which he has to take one atthat time, the agent's probabilities
Pi for the relevant states or Ihe worlu, propusilions, ur whatever, and the agent's
utilities Ui for the relevant possible consequences, propositions, or whatever the
precise construction iso Then, some loeal decision rule will say which options from
Si are optimal relative to Pi and Ui • under the assumption that (i, S" Pi, Ui ) is a
complete representation of (the relevant aspects 00 the agenl's decision situation;
and if the agent is rational he chooses an optimal option. Usually, the local decision
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rule will be to maximize expected utilities that can be derived for Si from Pi and
Ui. For our context, however, the specific loeal decision rulc is not really important.
The importanl point about loeal decision models is only that Pi and Ui somehow
capture everything relevant for determining locally optimal options, i.e., that the
local deeision rule operates only on Pi and Ui.
Local decision models are but a first step; changing preferences cannot be represented in them. For this purpose we have to consider whole evolutions of local
decision models, or rather possible evolutions or trees, i.e., structures that I shall
call here global decision models. Such a structure consists of a set N of nodes arranged as a tree. N tripartites into a non-empty set 1 of agents or agent nodes, a
possibly cmpty set C of chance nodes, and a non-empty set E of end nodes, where
the origin of the tree is an agent node and where the agent and the chance nodes
have at least two suceessors and the end nodes have none. Finally, a local decision
model (i, Si , Pi, Ui ) is associated with each agent node i E I, where the set of options Si is the set of suceessors of i (i.e., each option leads to a suecessor), Pi gives
a subjeetive probability distribution over the successors of each chance node in C,
and Ui is a utility funetion over a1l end nodes in E.6
The idea here is that the agent in the origin or (he Iree makes a choice, then or
perhaps thereby and perhaps r.hrough the mediation 01" one or several chance nodes
the situation moves to one of the subsequent agents whose probabilities and utilities
may differ in arbitrary ways even over their common uomain, and so forth till an
end point is reached. Thus, aglobaI decision model looks like a standard decision
tree, the small, but crucial difference heing that (he action nodes of adecision tree
representing only the options availahle at that node are replaced by agent nodes and
thus by full local decision models. And precisely bet;ause these local models may
contain arbitrarily varying probahilities and utilities such aglobalmodel is able to
represent fore seen or envisaged extrinsic and intrinsic preference change. In the next
section I shall introduee specific examples. 7
Global decision models eorrespond to games in agent normal form as first introduced by Selten (1975; cf., e.g., Myerson 1991, Seclion 2.6). This model has proved
to be useful in several game theoretical contexts. In order to fully understand it, one
has to be clcar about what an agent iso In philosophicalterms, an agent is a possible
stage of a pcrson, or a player in a certain decision situation, so that different decision
situations ipso facto eontain ditferent agents (that may consti(ute the same person or
player, but thc latter simply do not figure in the agent normal form). The suggestion,
wh ich we shall contest helow, is that it suffices 10 consider agents in that dynamical
eontcxt: Each agent simply tries to make the best out of his situation (when it is
his turn - wh ich may we1l not be the case since all the agents ex ce pt those on the
aetually evolving branch remain mere possibilities).
Atternatively, one might restriel Pi to the sub-tree originaling at i or extend it to the agent nodes
in the past of i. Each such detail is signiflcant in principte, but not in Ihe present context where we
may leave them open.

6

Elster (1979, 1983) is full of beautiful examples and problems. McClennen (1990) still seems the
most advanced theoretieal effort to systematically cope with these kinds or problems; see also the
many references therei n.

4

See, e.g., Halpern (20m, Chapter 5) tür same variant formal formats for cognitive and conativc
attitudes.
5

7I

want 10 avoid overformalization and think that global decision models as just characterized
will da for our present purposes. If one really attempls 10 get formally explicit, things gel quile
complicatcd and look, c.g., as described in Spohn (2003, Section 4.3).
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Wllat the best is in each case need not bc determined by a local decision rule
referring at each agent node only to the associated local modc l. It may weil he.
dctermined by aglobai d ecisiofl rule Ihal may be much more sophisticatcd. For
instancc, the agents may choose a Nash equilibrium or some other or stricteT kind of
equilibrium, and we may back up such a rule, which indeed refers at each local agent
node to the entire global model , by assuming common knowl edge 01' rationality and
of the global decision situation among the agents. Again, though, the precise form
of the global decision rule does not really matter. The crucial issue rather is whether
agiobai decision model eontain s cverything for reasonable global decision rules to
operate on.
The view that this is indecd so seems to be eommonly agreed among economists.
It is particularly explicit in the global decision rule of so-ca lied sophisLicated choice
that dominated the discussion sinee Strotz (1955 / 56). The hasic idea 01' this rul e
is simple: The final agents of a global model (i.e., the agents with no further agent
nodes between them and the endpoints) really face only a loeal dec ision situation ;
their situation is no longer multi-agent, strategic, reflexive, or whatever. So, a local
rule will al ready tell what thcy will do. Assuming common knowl edge 01' the global
model, the predecessors of the final agents will therefore know what the final agents
will do (if it will be their turn ), and given thi s knowledge the predecessors can again
locally optimi7.e. Thus, backwards induction roll s back the gl obal model from the
endpoints to th e origin.
This rough description hides many technical niceties. In order to overcome some
of them, Peleg and Yaari (1973) introduced agame theoretic view on sophisticated
choice and proposed the already mentioned g lobal decision rul e of a Nash eljuilibrium among the agent<;.
Strotz (1955 / 56) still did without chance nodes because he considered the sim pler case of endogenous preference change foreseen with certainty (and because
he was particularly interested in displaying the fatal conseljuences 01' myopi a).
However, one mayaIso eliminale the chance nodes by assuming expectations with
respect to the chance nodes to he implicitly contained in expected utilities. This is
wh at Hammond (1976) does, th e by then most general treatment of the issue; he assumes agiobai decision model without chance nodes and with arbitrary preference
relations (instead of expected utility functions) attach ed 10 each agent node.
McClennen (1990), still the most careful treatment of the topic , also keeps his
entire di scussion within the confi nes of global dec ision models or equivalent forll1ulations. Even in mon! recent surveys such as Shefrin (1996) and von Auer (199ll,
Part I) I da not find any tendency to transcend lhe rrame of global decision model s.
These references ll1ay be sufficient evidence ror my impression that it is indeed a
common assumption that global decision mode ls contain all information required
for stating adequate global deci sion rules; the received models dealing with preference change have the shape o f global deci sion models or an equivalent shape.
What is wrong with this assumpti o n'? One hint is provided by McClcnnen (1990).
There, in Chapters 9 and 11, McClennen arg ues, convincin gly in my view, that
there is not only sophisticated choice, but also another reasonable global decisi on
that he call s resolute choice (so mething menti oned, but not elahorated already hy
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Hammond ( 1976. pp. 1621'.) under the label " precommitment"). Roughly, in resolute choice, th e initial agent does not only take a choice in her decision situatio n,
but fixes also th e decisions of some or all th e later agents; so, she does not let th em
decide from th e ir point of view, but pre-decides or commits Ihem to take a course of
actions that is optimal from her point of view.
This description gives ri se, by the way, to the observation that resolme choice
does not make sense if the multi-agent setting is taken seriously, i.e., if the agents
are independently dec iding agents as (hey are assumed to be in a game-theorelic
context. In that game-theoretic context, one agent cannot commit other agents. In
more technical terms, resolute choice violates separability (cf. MeClennen 1990.
Section 9.7). Thus, resolute choice presupposes that all agents, or at least the initi al
agent and all agents pre-decided or committed by her constitute one person.
This is in fact the only interpretation 1O make sense in our eonte xt of preference
change. It is one person pondering how to aet when facing chang i ng preferenees;
preferences varying across persons are not our problem. Let us thus explicitly assume that all agents in agIobai decision model are possible stages of one person.
However, thi s assumption by itself does not change or enrich th e eonceptual resources o f global decision mode ls.
So far, resolute choice seems to be just another glohal decision rule so that one
has to start an argument which of the glohal deci sion rules (menti oned or not mcntioned so far) is the more or most reasonable. However, the prohlem presented by
resolute choice is not just that it is a rival global rule forcing us into an argument
over global rules. In my understanding, both , sophisticated and resolute choice, are
reasonable global rules, depending on the case at hand ; and the proble m for global
models is th at they provide no means whatsoever for descrihing thi s depcnd ence.
Which parameters determine wh ether sophisticared or resolute ehoice or somc other
global rule is appropriate is not clear. The point is that global models as such, i.e.
trees 01' local decision model s (and chance nodes), do not eontain these parameters.
This will be c lear from the examples to wh ich 1 am ahout to proceed .
So, to be c lear, these examples are intend ed as a eriticisill of the prese nt state of
the discussion about changing preferences that always proceeds, as far as I ca n see,
within the confines or global decision models or essentially equivalent model s. My
c laim is a hit vag ue since I refrained from developing the formal details. I am on the
safe side, th ough, when [claim that my critici sm will widely apply.

5.3 The Critical Examples
My examples will presenl two decision situations that are represe nted by the same
global decision model, but intuitively reljuire two different solutions. The examples
thus suggest that global decision models are insufficient represe ntations. I shall give
two examples, one with an extrinsic, i.e., belie f-induced preference change and one
with an intrinsic preference change.

W. Spohn
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The first example is about agent I choosing from SI = {h l , h z} and expecting a
good or a bad outcomc dcpcnding on thc chance move with branches h l and hz; let
us morc specifically assume.
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Hence, h I is optimal for agents 2 and 4 (as for agent I), whereas h2 is optimal for
agent 3. The only information missing is the probabilities of agent 0_ Supposc

= Po(u3,h 2 ) = Po(u4,h l ) =
PO (Ü2' hz) = PO(Ü3, h l ) = 0,

Po(U2.hl)

(5.1 )
Thus, we are dealing with the following sub-tree TI (Fig. 5.1):
2

-2

-10
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Po(u4,h 2)

=

0.25,and
(5.3)

so that indccd

2

-

-

b,

b"

and

h,Fig.5.1 Subtree Tl

The local model is still incomplete; it all depends on the probabilities. Let us
assurne PI (h l ) = PI (h 2 ) = 0.5 independently of the actions h land h2 . Hence,
EU I (h I) = 0 > -4 = EU I (hz), and h I is the locally optimal choice.
The global model I want to consider now allows for an opportunity of belief
change. So, agent 0 in the origin of the global model has the same utilities as agent
I, i.e., Uo = U I , and the same probabilities as far as the chance nodes in TI are
concerned, i.e., Po ;2 PI. However, So = {gi, g2); that is, agent 0 has the option
gl of refusing belief change, in which case he immediately turns into agent I, Le.,
moves to the sub-tree TI, and he has option g2 of allowing belief change that may
take three different forms depending on the chance node C with three branches
U2, U3. and U4. Hence, the global model has the following form To (Fig. 5.2):

1"

c
Fig. 5.2 Global model TI)

The global model contains five agents 0, I, 2, 3, 4, each agent k being characterized by the (sub-)tree Tk. All of the agents I, 2, 3, and 4 face the same decision;
hence, TI = T2 = T, = T4 and U I = U2 = U3 = U4 . Only their probabilities may
differ. Let us assurne that agent 2 becomes certain of hl , agent 3 becomes certain of
h 2 , and agent 4 still has equal probabilities for h land h 2 :

(5.2)

Po(.lad = Pk fork = 2,3,4.

(5.4)

.•..... This completes the specification of the global model; since the expected utilities 01'
..•.•. agents 1,2,3, and 4 differ, it is a model envisaging (extrinsic) preference change.
• Are we now in a position to tell what agent 0 should rationally do? No. I have two
very different stories substantiating the formalligures.
In the first story, I have (hd or do not have (hz) a serious disease requiring a
i.
special treatment (h I) that works weil and is harmless for those having the disease,
..••• but has quite unpleasant side elTects for those not having it. This should make the
. •. .•. utilities Uo = ... = U4 plausible. According to a preliminary check-up there is a
•.•. good chance that I have that disease; thus, say, Po(hd = PO(h 2 ) = 0.5. The doctor
...• informs me that there is a test the costs of wh ich are negligible and that might tell
more; there is a 50% chance of reaching certainty about the disease, with equal
.• •. chances for positive (uz) and for negative (U3) certainty, and a 50% chance that
the test remains mute (U4). It is obvious how to judge this case: it would be silly
(0 refuse the test (gi) and to unconditionally decide for the treatment (h I); rather
I should undergo the test (gz) because there is some chance of moving to T, and
. avoiding an unnecessary and unpleasant treatment (h 2 ).
Here is the second story. I have to catch a train at the other day that, as far as
I know, might leave early, 8 a.m. (hd, or late, l1 a.m. (h 2 ). So, I might go early
to the station (h I) running the risk of waiting for 3 h, or I might go late (h 2 ) and
< possibly miss the train. Again the distribution of utilities Uo = ... = U4 over the
..... pairs Chi. hj)(i, j = 1.2) seems plausible. Now, for some reason I cannot get more
••.. information aboutthe train; I am stuck with my uncertainty Po(hl) = PO(h 2 ) = 0.5.
i
In fact, it is even worse. I may, almost efTortlessly, write up the two possible departure limes (gi), thus recalling them the next morning. Or I may not do so (gz). In
that case I know - I am not so young any more - that at the other morning I may
weil have fOI-gotten that there are two possible departure limes. Suppose there is a
50% chance of not forgetting (U4), and a 50% chance 01" lorgelling one departure
time and thus becoming convinced 01' the other (uz or (3) (where each of the two
times has an equal chance to be forgotten). This is certainly not too artificial a scenario, and it is represented precisely by the global decision model specilied above.
However, I take it to be obvious that it is rational for agent 0 (me) to write up the
two possible departure times (gi), to thus preserve the uncertainty over night and
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to leave early (h I) instead of running the risk of geuing opinionated the wrong way
(through forgetting about the alternative) and missing the train.
Hence, we have here one global decision model considering extrinsic preferences, i.e., expected utility change and two different scenarios represented by the
same global model, but with divcrging intuitive rationality assessmenls. If this example is acceptable, there can be no adequate global decision rule operating on
global decision models as explaincd.
Note that the first story about thc disease involved learning (via the additional
test), that probabilistic learning works by conditionalization, and that therefore, with
respect to h l and h2 , Po had to bc thc mixture of P2 , P" and P4 weighted by the
probabilities of getting, respcctivcIy, into P2 , P3 , and P4 ; my present probabilities
always are the expectations of my better informed future probabilities. This is the
so-called principle of iterability cquivalent to van Fraassen's reflection principle cf. Hild (1998). Therefore, I had to construct the second story in a way conforming
to this principle as well, by accident, as it were. Given this construction, simply
looking at the changing probabilities the process of possible forgetting could just as
weil have been a process of lcarning by conditionalization; this was the gist of the
example. Of course, forgetting usually does not behave in this way. But it does in
my story, and in not too forced a way, I think. Thus it serves my aim.
My second example considering intrinsic preference change is much simpler
(and inspired by my recent travcI experiences). Agent 0, i.e., I presently, has two
choices, h l and h 2 , and prefers h, over h2 ; say, Vo(h l ) = land VO(b 2 ) = 0, though
the numbers do not really matter. The choice need not be immediately made; so,
agent 0 has two options, al and a2. He may either preserve his preference (a,), thus
turn into agent I with V, = Uo, and then choose h l . Or he may try or tesl his pret~
eren ce (a2), thus leaving it to (equal) chance (according to Po) wh ether as agent 2
he preserves his preference (V2 = Vo) or wh ether as agent 3 he changes it so that
V3 (h,) = 0 and U 3 (h 2 ) = 1. Thus, we have the following global decision model
(Fig.5.3):

o

o

I

h,I

.5
aI

o
Fig. 5.3 The second global model

It is obvious what agenls I, 2, and 3 should do. BUl what should agent 0 do'!
Again, we have two ditferenl slories underlying the model.
In the first story. I am presently studying a beautifully made brochure by a
first-rate travel agency, and I am illlrnedialely laken to a certain proposal; it looks
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gorgeous and absolutely worth its price of € 3,000. However, 1 cannot immediately order it (say, it's late in the evening). So, I may either commit myself (al)
to immediately going to the agency the next morning (say, simply by building up
determination and not allowing further doubts). Or I may sleep on the matter for a
night (a2) and see whether my present excitement keeps on, being unsure whether it
really does. What is the reasonable thing to do in this case? I do not think that there
is any objective answer. However, one reasonable attitude I might take (and which
many will share) is that I mistrust the seduclive power 01' such brochures, mistrust
my seducibility, and thus choose to sleep on the matter (a2).
In the second story, I walk through a picluresque street of a foreign city in which
street hawkers otTer the cheap, but ornate goods typical of their country. Initially, I
think the goods are never worth the €20 for which they are offered and not even the
€5 at which the bargain might end; so initially I prefer not buying (hd to buying
(h 2 ). However, the dealers can be quite obtrusive, and I have to develop a strategy
before walking down the street. Either, I close my mi nd (ad, determinately not
paying attention to the dealers (who are not the sirens, after all), and thus stick to
my initial preference; or I have an ear for them (a2), risking that they talk me into
reve.rsing my preference and buying their stuff. Again. I do not think that there
is an objectively recommended attitude. This time, though, one may plausibly be
determined not to buy any of the junk and conclude that it is reasonable to ignore
the dealers (a,).
The point of the example is the same as before. There is a global model considering preference change. indeed an intrinsic one, since it is directly the attraction
things exert on me that changes and not any information I have about them. Yet,
there are two different scenarios substantiating this model, and one would Iike to
be able to rationalize different courses of actions for these scenarios. However, the
global model cannot provide the means for doing so.
The construction recipe of these ex am pIes is obvious; so one can think of many
variations. One may argue about the adequacy of the formal representations of such
examples. Such arguments are painfully undecidable, though, and one may therefore distaste debates on this intuitive level. It is, however, impossible to avoid such
debates. Normative theory by itself cannot decide wh at is rational; it Iives from being in reftective equilibrium with our intuitions about what is reasonable and wh at
is not.
One may seek for more fine-grained formal representations of the examples that
keep within global decision models, but show a difference in each critical pair. I
admit that this might be done even with the above examples in a plausible way. One
may counter, though, with more sophisticated examples in which the old problems
return. And so on. The ensuing race of sophisticated formalizations and counterexamples is again hardly decidable. I would Iike to block such considerations by
an invariance principle, as I have caHed it, wh ich I have staled and defended in an
entirely different context, but which applies in this contexl as weH; cl'. Spohn (2009,
Chapter 16).
I rather conclude from my examples that global decision models are indeed incomplete. No generally acceptable global decision rule can be stated on that level.
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I also find that the examplcs c1early suggest what is missing in the global models.
The crueial paramder missi ng is, it seems to me, whether the evolution of loeal deeision situations leads to what one might caB superior or inferior loeal situations .
Superiority and inferiority need not be objectively fixed. Eaeh person, however, has
a judgment about this when surveying the evolution 01" loeal situations. When she
learns something, she ean make a better informed deeision. When she forgets something or is not at her cognitive height for some other reason, she is in a worse position
for deciding. So she is when she is in an emotional turmoil or aboullo be seduced or
more seriously irresponsible, whereas a sober state is apt tor beller decisions. Or she
may reversely have learnt to listen to her rare exeitements and take ils preservation
to be subjectively superior to boring soberness. And so forth.
In any case, I believe that this was the erucial parameter governing the examples
I have given and missing in global decision models. Proposing lhis conclusion is
one thing. Constructively specifying how global decision models may be enriched
by such a parameter and how global decision rules may be made 10 depend on it is,
however, quite another and obviously much more complicated thing.
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